HOME PAGE

ABOUT US

GET INVOLVED

STAY INFORMED

SUPPORT US

Our Work

Meetings

News

Donate

What the meetings are,
when and where they are,
and the prices for a single
admission

A page for the NHS to
share relevant news articles
and clippings

Users can make a donation
to the society.

Membership

Newsletter

Suppliers

A concise outline of what
membership entails and the
corresponding prices.

Information on what the
NHS newsletter is, and
why you should become
a member to enjoy the
quarterly newsletter.

An encompassing listing of
Organic Suppliers in South
Australia.

An introduction to what the
NHS is and do.

History
The inception and history of
the NHS, including notable
previous speakers.

Committee
A page outlining the
current committee and any
vacancies they need to fill.

FAQ
A question and answer
based article on commonly
asked questions.

Contact Us
The contact details for the
NHS and for a few various
committee members.

AGM

Archive

Details of the last annual
general meeting and the
details for the upcoming
one.

The access point to view
every previous edition of
the NHS Newsletters.

Events

Resources

Details and descriptions of
any miscellaneous events
the NHS host.

A list of online resources,
will comprise of mostly
external links.

Speakers Wanted
A page requesting
other knowledgeable or
accomplished, in the field of
natural health, individuals
to speak at a meeting.

FOOTER LINKS
Constitution (PDF)

Contact Us

This link opens up the NHS
constitution as a PDF in the
web browser.

This link brings you to the
aforementioned Contact Us
page.

Accessibility

Facebook Icon

Outlines the accessibility
options for this website.

Links to the NHS’s
Facebook Page.

Site Map (PDF)

Privacy Policy

Disclaimer

This link opens a revised
site map as a PDF, that
looks a lot like the one
you’re looking at.

An internal page outlining
the NHS’s site privacy
policy.

A disclaimer for the NHS
website.

